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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

MetaSoft [MSoft 90] is a project intended to provide mathematical foundations, methodological 
basis and computer support tools for software design, development and validation. One, at 
present perhaps the most important part of the project is devoted to the development of a 
formal language to build software specifications. In this paper we propose structuring facilities 
for this language, necessary to make specifications easier to construct, understand and use. 

The MetaSoft specification language is primarily model-oriented. The user is intended to 
construct a model of the software system being specified rather than to describe its properties 
in an axiomatic way. Axiomatic specifications, although not banned entirely in MetaSoft, are 
certainly pushed out to its peripheries. This is much as in VDM [BjJ 78], [BjJ 82], [Jon 86], 
on which MetaSoft builds in many ways. In MetaSoft, the software model constructed by the 
user is denotationa4 which for us means simply its compasitionality [ScS 71]. We refrain from 
using the full technical machinery of standard denotational semantics with reflexive domains 
[Sc 76], [Sc 82] and continuations [Gor 79]. The "naive" semantic foundations are provided 
by [B1T 83]. Most roughly, a model of a software system in MetaSoft consists of an algebra. 
of system denotations, a similar algebra of syntax and a homomorphism from the syntax to 
the denotations (denotational semantics). We propose a methodology where the algebra of 
denotations is developed in the first place, and an appropriate syntax for it is constructed later 
[B1 891, [B1TT 911. 

The main task of the MetaSoft specification language mentioned above is to provide conve- 
nient means for formal definitions of algebras, such as the algebras of denotations around which 
software models are built. The core of the language is an applicative, strongly-typed definitional 
language as presented in [BBP 90a]. Using this language, the user can define one by one seman- 
tic domains (or just sets) represented as symbolic types and values (constants and functions) of 
these types. Since an algebra is just an environment of named sets (carriers of the algebra) and 
functions on these sets (operations of the Mgebra) this is sufficient to define algebras, and hence 
model-oriented specifications. A similarly "flat" definitional language forms the core of VDM, 
currently given a formal semantic definition [Lar 89]. 

Unfortunately, any application of such a flat definitional language to practical examples 
results in a long list of definitions, which is usually much too large to be manageable in any 
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way. Therefore, the language must be augmented by some facihties to conveniently structure 
such lists of definitions. This is, of course, hardly a new idea. Many specification languages, 
starting with CLEAR [BG 801 and then including for example CIP-L [Bau 851, Larch [GHW 85], 
COLD-K [FJKR 87], ASL [SW 83], [Wit 861, ACT TWO [EM 90], RAISE iNHWG 88] and many 
others, have been designed for the very purpose of supporting building formal specifications in 
a structured manner. 

In our view, much work on structuring specifications done in the area of algebraic specification 
addressed the fundamental issues of manipulating specifications, rather than more down-to-earth, 
specific issues of a specification language design. One aspect of this is that much of this work is 
rather abstract and independent of many details of the underlying formalism to build elementary 
specifications. This has been made explicit, for example, for the specification language ASL 
[SW 83] redefined in [ST 88] in the framework of an arbitrary institution [GB 84]. In contrast, 
the purpose of this proposal is to define structuring mechanisms for a particular definitional 
language. Of course, we freely build on the more fundamental work mentioned above. 

However, the main source of inspiration for the exact design of the modularisation mecha- 
nisms presented in this paper comes from the area of programming, rather than specification 
languages. We believe that this is appropriate for a model-oriented specification language, where 
the main task is to define a certain algebra by providing explicit definitions of all its components. 
This is much the same as in any programming language, where the task is to define a coherent 
collection of data types and programs (functions, procedures) to perform required operations. 
The need for adequate structuring mechanisms has been recognized in this area quite early, 
and by now many modern programming languages, starting perhaps with Simula [DMN 70] and 
including Modula [Wirth 88], CLU ILls 81], Ada [Ada 80] and Standard ML [MTH 90] provide 
some notion of a program module to allow the programmer to structure the code being written. 

The proposal presented in this paper unashamedly follows the modularisation concepts and 
ideas of the Standard ML programming language [MacQ 86], [MTH 90]. Of course, there are 
many differences. Some of them follow from the different underlying core definitional language. 
Some others result from a different design decisions concerning for example the type-visibility 
rules of the language. Finally, some generalisations are made as well, for example admitting 
higher-order para.meterised modules. 

We have already used the modularisation facilities of Standard ML in another project with 
aims broadly similar to MetaSoft, namely in the design of the Extended ML specification language 
and methodology [ST 89], [ST 91a]. It should be stressed, though, that the role of modularisa- 
tion units (called functors and structures in ML) in Extended ML is quite different from their 
interpretation in the current proposal. An Extended ML functor is not a piece of a specification; 
rather, it forms a phase in the development of an independent programming task specified by 
the functor heading and (perhaps only partially as yet) implemented by its body. Extended ML 
functors are not used to structure specifications; they are used to structure program development. 

The paper is organised as follows. We start by sketching the overall ideas of the modulari- 
sation proposal, phrased in rather general terms of many-sorted signatures, algebras and their 
arbitrary definitions (Section 2). In Section 3 we recall the core definitional language of MetaSoft 
as presented in [BBP 90a]. Then, in Section 4 we sketch how the general ideas of Section 2 may 
be realised in the specific framework of this definitional language. Clearly, in the limited space 
given here it is impossible to present the proposal in full technical detail - -  we just attempt to 
sketch the major decisions, and refer the interested reader to [Tar 92] for all the details and a 
complete technical definition. Finally, in Section 5 we point out some alternatives to two crucial 
design decisions taken in the proposal presented in this paper, and discuss a number of further 
developments we view useful or even necessary for the practical appheations of the MetaSoft 
definitional language with modules. 
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2 Bas ic  ideas  m e c h a n i s m s  to  def ine  a lgebras  

The overall aim of the proposal is to introduce a language to define algebras. 
An algebra is a collection of da ta  classified into different sorts (carriers of the algebra) and 

functions to build and manipulate  these da ta  (operations of the algebra). The carriers and the 
operations are named. The collection of the names of carriers and operations,  the la t te r  equipped 
with the sorts of arguments and results, forms a signature of the algebra. 

We will omit  here the s tandard technical definition of many-sorted algebras and their signa- 
tures - -  for example, [EM 85] is a s tandard reference for a tedious presentat ion of all the details 
of one of the essentially equivalent versions of these concepts and some related theory. 

2.1 Simple algebra definitions 
The formalism we are designing here is a declarative language in the usual sense, where the user 
gradually builds up an environment of the entities of interest - -  here, an environment of algebras 
with explicitly given signatures. The entities are defined using the mechanisms provided by the 
language, and then stored in the environment by binding them to identifiers. 

The basic construction available to the user is to define an algebra by listing its components 
(carriers and operations) defined in turn using an underlying core languageJ 

algebra A : ASig  = 
zielone = integer x {0} 
ezerwone = integer x {1} 
z_zero = (0, O) 
zmien.(, , O) = (n, 

end 

where signature ASig  = 
sorts zielone, czerwone 
opns z_zero : zielone 

zmien : zielone ~ czerwone 
end 

Two other examples of algebras over the same signature are: 

algebra A'  : ASi#  = 
zielone = integer x {0} 
czerwone = integer • {1} 
z_zero = (0, O) 
zmien.(n,O) = (n + 1, 1) 

end 

algebra A" : A S i 9  = 
zielone = integer 
czerwone = bool 
z _ z e r o  -~ 0 

zmien .n  = is_even(n) 
end 

1We use some ad hoc, though hopefully sufficiently clear notation in the examples below and throughout the 
rest of the paper. No final syntax for the MetaSoft language exists as yet - -  according to the methodology we 
support, the mechanisms and their semantics which form the real essence of the formalism are designed first. 

Nondescriptive identifiers are used below to name algebra components. For our purposes, they seem at least 
as mnemonic as sl, t39, C tt, f, or factorial. 
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Following the notational convention of MetaSoft, in the above definitions and throughout the 
rest of the paper we use the dot notation to denote function application. 

Once an algebra is introduced into the overall algebra environment, the algebra and its 
components may be used in further definitions. Algebra components are referred to using the 
"dot notation". For instance, in the context of the above definition of an algebra A ,  A . z i e lone  
stands for integer • {0}, A . c z e r w o n e  for integer • {1}, and A . z m i e n  for the function mapping 
any (n, 0 / e integer • {0} to (n, 1/. This is consistent with the dot notation used for the function 
application. In fact, an algebra may be viewed as a "small environment" mapping the names of 
the components of the algebra (listed in its signature) to their semantic meanings. 

For example, in the context of the above definition of A, we can define: 

algebra B : B S i 9  = 
niebieskie = A . z i e lone  
czarne  = A . c z e r w o n e  
n o w y  = bool 
cz_zero = ( A . z m i e n  ).( A . z_zero  ) 
z m i e n . x  = ( A . z m i e n  ) .x  

end 

where signature B S i 9  = 
sorts niebieskie ,  czarne ,  n o w y  
opus cz_zero : c zarne  

z m i e n  : niebieskie  ~ czarne  
end 

To keep definitions like the one of B above more self-contained, we require the user to indicate 
explicitly the algebras from the environment that may be referred to in the particular definition. 
Thus, actually the correct form of the definition of B should be: 

algebra B : B S i g  = 
using A 

niebieskie = A . z i e lone  
czarne  = A . c z e r w o n e  
n o w y  = bool 
cz_zero = ( A . z m i e n  ).( a . z_ ze ro  ) 
z m i e n . x  = ( A . z m i e n  ) . x  

end 

The signature of A may be grabbed from the environment, so'it is not repeated explicitly here. 
In the MetaSoft definitional language, algebras are intended to play the role of modules - -  

self-contained, encapsulated specification units, with the access to their actual contents limited 
by an explicitly given interface. The role of such interfaces is played by algebra signatures. 

The signature of an algebra determines the names of the algebra components. We "know" 
that the above algebra A has exactly four components, named zielone, czerwone,  z_zero, and 
zmien .  Perhaps even more importantly, the signature determines some information about what 
the components are and how they can be used. A.z i e lone  and A . c z e r w o u e  are sorts of data, 
A.z_zero  is a constant in A.z ie lone ,  and A . z m i e n  is a function mapping data in A.z ie lone  to 
data in A . c z e r w o u e .  This information has been used in the definition of B above. The definition 
of B may be proved well-formed using only the information given in the signature A S i g  of A. 

This is in contrast with the following definitions: 

algebra B1 : B S i g  = 
using A 

niebieskie = integer • {0} 
czarne  = integer x {1} 
n o w y  = bool 
cz_zero = ( A . z m i e n  ).( A . z_zero  ) 
z m i e n . x  = ( A . z m i e n  ) .x  

end 

algebra B2 : B S i 9  = 
using A 

niebieskie  = A . z i e l o n e  
czarne  = m . e z e r w o n e  
n o w y  = bool 
cz_zero = (0,1)  
z m i e n . ( n ,  0} = (n, 1) 

end 
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In the definition of B1 we have defined niebieskie as integer x {0} and czarne as integer x {1}. 
The information in the signature A S i  9 ensures that A.zmien  maps A.zielone to A.czerwone,  
and A.z_zero is in A.zielone - -  but nothing more. Consequently, to justify that the definitions 
of cz_zero and zmien in B1 are well-formed, that is, to justify that indeed Bl .cz_zero  is in 
Bl . c zarne  and B l . z m i e n  maps Bl.niebieskie  into Bl . c zarne ,  we have to look into the "body" 
of A and check the exact definitions of zielone and czerwone there. The situation with the 
definition of B2 is quite similar, although the reason that forces us to look into the definitions 
of zielone and czerwone in A seems subtly different here. 

We consider only the original definition of B as acceptable, and reject the definitions of 
B1 and B2. This is the consequence of the intention to use the interfaces (algebra signatures) 
to control the information available about the algebras defined and to abstract away from the 
"internal" details of particular algebra definitions. The well-formedness of the definitions using 
algebras already defined is justified entirely on the basis of the information in the interfaces. In 
this way an algebra interface insulates the environment using the algebra from the particular 
algebra definition. Well-formed references to algebra components remain well-formed even if the 
components of the algebra are changed (as long as the signature remains the same). 

This view may be sometimes rather restrictive. In particular, it is impossible to indicate 
in algebra signatures that some carriers are identical, and that two algebras "share" some of 
them. For instance, given the algebras A and B, the following attempt to combine them is not 
well-formed (for example, the definition of zero2 cannot be shown to yield a value in kolor2): 

signature A B S i #  = algebra A B  : A B S i #  = 
sorts kolorl ,  kolor2, kolor3 using A, B 
opns zero1 : kolorl  kolorl  = A.zielone ( = B.niebieskie)  

zero2 : kolor2 kolor2 = A.czerwone ( = B.czarne)  
zmien : kolorl  --~ kolor2 kolor3 = B.now!t  

end zero1 = A.z_zero 
zero2 ~ B.cz_zcro 

zmien = A . zmien  ( = B.zraien)  
end 

Without relaxing unduly this rather strict view, we will introduce some mechanism to make such 
definitions possible (by enriching the information in algebra interfaces) in Section 4. 

Similar comments apply to the analysis of two algebras over the same signature, like A and A ~ 
over the signature ASig.  Even though the names of the corresponding carriers are the same (the 
algebras are over the same signature) the carriers themselves may be quite different (compare A 
and A ~ with A n above). Consequently, we cannot allow operations of one algebra to be applicable 
to data in the carriers of the other. Just as in the argument above, this applies even if the carriers 
happen to be identical. For example, in the context of the above definitions, A~.zmien cannot 
be applied to A.z_zero, the expression (A' .zmien) . (A.z_zero)  is not well-formed. 

No axioms in interfaces 

When arguing about properties of algebras being defined, we may want to state formally such 
properties directly in algebra definitions and interfaces. For example, we may want to make 
it explicit that AB.zero2  = ( A B . z m i e n ) . ( A B . z e r o l )  in the algebra A B  we attempted to define 
above. To show this, we need to know that B.cz_zero = (A.zmien) . (A.z_zero) ,  and so, even this 
very simple fact needs some rather involved argument, where three algebras defined above are 
referred to. 

This may lead one to be tempted to allow such properties to be put explicitly in algebra 
interfaces. We believe that in a specification language, like the one we are defining here, there 
is no need for such "axioms" in interfaces. To support this view, let us point out that in a 
model-oriented specification language algebras are built to be used as specifications, not to be 
checked against any specifications. This is quite in contrast with the situation in development 
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formalisms, like Extended ML, where the starting point is a (property-oriented) specification, 
and the task is to build an algebra that would satisfy (or "fit") this specification. 

In our language, interfaces control the flow of information used to justify the well-formedness 
of algebra definitions, not their semantic correctness w.r.t, some given a priori requirements 
specification. We assume (cf. Section 3) that in our core definitional language some static 
"type" information is sufficient to justify the well-formedness of definition. No further semantic 
properties of algebras and their components need to be explicitly included in interfaces. 

Of course, the decision not to put axioms in algebra interfaces should not prevent the user 
from proving a posteriovi some properties of the algebras forming a model-oriented specification. 
We do not give any explicit tool for this in our proposal. In our view, this can be done at a meta- 
level, for example by labelling the interfaces of particular algebras with some property-oriented 
information (e.g. formulae of a suitable logic the algebra is checked to satisfy). This is much as 
in Hoare's verification logic for iterative programs [Hoa 69] where the properties (of the state of 
computation) label the control points of the program being verified. Notice that, again as in the 
verification of iterative programs, different intermittent properties of algebra components may 
be useful to prove different overall properties of the entire specification. Unlike in formalisms 
to develop software systems, it seems rather unrealistic to expect that every algebra in its role 
of a model-oriented specification would come with a fixed list of properties stating all and only 
relevant information about the algebra. 

2 . 2  P a r a m e t r i c  a l g e b r a  d e f i n i t i o n s  

It is practically important to be able to make some algebra definitions reusable by allowing them 
to be parameterised by other algebras they depend on. This yields "parametric algebras" that 
are simply functions mapping algebras to algebras. The domain of such a function is determined 
by algebra interfaces the parameters are required to fit. Notice that such parametric algebras 
play here the role of parameterised (model-oriented) specifications. This is only superficially in 
contrast with the ideas of [SST 92], [ST 91b]. 

For example, the dependence of the algebra B on A (cf. Section 2.1) may be made functional 
as follows: 

algebra B F ( X  : ASig)  : BS ig  = 
niebicskie = X.zielonc 
c z a r r t e  = X . c z e r w o I t e  

nowy = bool 
cz_ze~o = ( X . zmi~n  ).( X.z_ze~o ) 
zmien.x  =- ( X . zm ien  ).x 

end 

Now, the algebra B may be defined by a straightforward application of B F  to A, or as we will 
sometimes say, by instantiating the parametric algebra B F  with the actual parameter A for the 
formal parameter X: 

algebra B = B F ( X  ~ A)  

When instantiating a parametric algebra as in the above definition, we require that the 
actual parameters are explicitly attached to their corresponding formal identifiers used in the 
parametric algebra definition (consequently, they may be listed in an arbitrary order). This 
seems well-justified in a formalism to define large entities like algebras or modules (cf. [LB 88] 
where this point of view is taken, argued for, and pushed even further by treating bindings like 
X ~ A above as usual data the language manipulates). 

To check that the above definition is well-formed, it is sufficient to realise that the interface 
of A, the argument for B F  in the algebra expression used, coincides with the required interface 
of the parameter X of B F  indicated in its definition. Notice that we do not need to state again 
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that the signature of B F ( X  ~ A), and hence that of B, is BSig - -  this can be straightforwardly 
deduced from the result signature in the declaration of BF.  

The parametric algebra B F  may be used to define other algebras over the signature BSig by 
instantiating it with different actual parameters (fitting the required parameter interface). For 
example (A' and A" are ASig-algebras defined in Section 2.1): 

algebra B' = B F ( X  ~ A') 
algebra B" = B F ( X  ~ A") 

Complete information about how a parametric algebra can be used is given by its heading: 
the list of formal parameters with their interfaces and the result signature. The former gives 
the required interfaces of the actual parameters the parametric algebra may be instantiated 
with, and the latter determines the signature of the result of such instantiations. Thus, a 
parametric-algebra heading, like (X : ASig) : BSig for BF,  is a complete parametric algebra 
interface. Notice that this is a proper generalisation of the concept of a simple algebra interface 
(an algebra signature - -  cf. Section 2.1). A simple algebra may be viewed as a paxameterless 
parametric algebra, and its interface (the signature) as the corresponding parameteric algebra 
interface with the empty parameter list omitted. 

Parametric algebras may be defined using other (possibly parametric) algebras defined in the 
environment. Just as in Section 2.1, We require then a complete list of algebras used to be given 
explicitly in the algebra definition. 

Let us point out the rather obvious fact that parametric algebras are not algebras, they 
are functions yielding algebras when applied to actual parameters. Consequently, it makes no 
sense to refer to "parametric-algebra components". For example, nothing like BF. niebieskie or 
BF.zmien is well-formed - -  the function B F  as such has no component; it is the result of full 
instantiation of B F  by giving all its required parameters that is a well-defined algebra, and 
hence has components listed in the result signature. For example, B F ( X  ~ A).niebieskie and 
B F ( X  ~ A').cz_zero both make sense and are well-formed. 

Since we now have a concept of an interface for parametric algebras, it is straightforward to 
generalise the notion of a parametric algebra so that parameters that in turn are parametric are 
allowed. In other words, we introduce higher-order parametrisation, believing that this may be 
useful in practice (see e.g. [SST 92] for closely related examples and some discussion). Since each 
parameteric algebra interface contains as its part the interfaces of all its parameters, higher-order 
parametric algebras form a proper hierarchy, and no form of self-application is allowed. 

We do not allow any form of recursive algebra definitions either, so that dependences between 
algebras defined are hierarchical. We believe that this is methodologically well-justified. Any 
apparent need for mutual recursion in algebra definitions (X uses an operation Y. f  of Y, and 
Y uses an operation X.g of X) intuitively shows some inadequacy in the design of the overall 
structure of the definition (if some definitions in X and Y are inseparable, they should not be split 
between different modules). A direct recursion (an algebra defined in terms of itself, whatever 
formally this would mean) seems unnecessary, as we believe that it can always be sensibly reduced 
to a recursion within the algebra (in the definitions of its carriers and operations). 

No pushou t  parameter i sa t ion  

One standard technique of defining parameterisation in the context of monomorphic algebraic 
specifications, where an algebraic specification is viewed as a definition of a unique (up to 
isomorphism) algebra, is based on the concept of a pushout of signatures, algebraic specifications, 
and then the amalgamated union of algebras. This approach has been perhaps first introduced in 
the specification language CLEAR [BG 80] and then intensively studied in the area, of. [EM 85]. 

One characteristic feature is that in the pushout approach the entire parameter is included 
in the result of the instantiation. This is in contrast with the approach we pursue here, where if 
some part of the parameter is to be included in the result, it must be placed there explicitly. 
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The pushout approach seems fully justified in a formalism used to gradually construct a 
single specification by adding more and more pieces. The idea would be to incorporate in this 
specification all potentially useful components, as otherwise they may be lost. We find this quite 
unnecessary in specification languages shaped after the usual declarative languages, such as the 
formalism we propose, where a specification once introduced into the environment stays there and 
is always available. Moreover, it is always possible to access each particular component of all the 
algebras stored in the environment. Thus, after instantiating a paramet~rised specification there 
is no danger that some components of the actual parameter are not available anymore. If needed, 
they can always be grabbed from the environment and used subject only to the constraints of the 
"type system". This would not be flexible enough under the type system for algebra components 
as suggested in this section, where outside an algebra definition only "abstract" sort information 
is available about the operations of the algebra. The "type-visibility" mechanisms of the current 
proposal are designed sufficiently permissive with this very purpose in mind - -  cf. Section 4. 

3 MetaSoft core  def in i t ional  l a n g u a g e  

In this section we recall the most important aspects of the core definitional language of MetaSoft, 
as presented in [BBP 90a]. Of course, we cannot repeat here the entire design - -  the interested 
reader should refer directly to [BBP 90a]. Only the ideas most relevant to and used in the 
current proposal of the module layer of the language are sketched. 

The core definitional language of MetaS0ft is a simple declarative language to build an en- 
vironment of sets of data and objects in these sets. The former are represented as symbolic 
types. 

The starting point for the definition and interpretation of the notion of a symbolic type in 
MetaSoft is a suitably rich universe D of domains (sets of data) closed under the standard set- 
theoretic operators used to construct domains: Cartesian product x, disjoint union t~, partial 
function space ~ ,  and mapping space # .  It is also assumed tha t /9  contains the empty set 0 
and a one-element set {*}. Thus, we have an algebra of domains, in which we can interpret in the 
obvious way all the closed terms built over the type operators mentioned above. If convenient, 
we may consider additional constants denoting some specific standard domains, like integer or 
bool (even though they are definable using the operations already mentioned and recursion). 

It turns out technically convenient to represent such terms as trees with nodes labelled by 
the domain operators (with the number of ordered successors of each node equal to the arity 
of the operator labelling this node). The next step is to generalise such trees and deal with 
arbitrary pointed (the point indicating the "root") directed graphs with nodes labelled in the 
similar manner. Now, such graphs may be unambiguously interpreted in the allgebra of domains, 
with cycles used to indicate the least (w.r.t. the inclusion of domains) fixed points, under the 
additional assumption that the cycles do not contain nodes labelled by the partial function space 
operator (cf. [BIT 83] for the "naive domain theory" which underlies and justifies this definition). 

Moreover, any such (finite) graph may be expanded by unfolding its cycles to a (possibly 
infinite) tree, which gives the structure of the domain defined by the original graph. We want 
to identify graphs expanding to isomorphic trees. It turnes out that the resulting equivalence 
relation is "easily" decidable [BBP 90b]. Any two graphs equivalent in this sense determine the 
same domain in the algebra D. Notice, however, that the opposite implication does not hold 
in general: there are non-equivalent graphs that determine identical domains. This is hardly 
surprising, as in fact the intention is to identify the graphs with the same structure, not just 
with the same set-theoretic interpretetion. 

The symbolic types, st : SymType, of the definitional langange of MetaSoft, are defined as 
equivalence classes of such graphs. Any symbolic type st : SymType determines a domain (a 
set) ~st]] of objects of this type. 

In the core definitional language symbolic types are constructed using the available type 
operators in the standard manner. They may be bound to identifiers, thus gradually building 
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up an environment of types. Recursive definitions may be used to introduce sets of mutually 
recursive types (graphs with cycles). This is subject to the restriction that no recursion loop 
may go through the function-space operator. 

For example, the following two recursive type definitions introduce symbolic types represented 
by the graphs given below. 

rec_type rec_type 
= {,}  = { ,}  ({ ,}  N') 

end end 
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It is quite straightforward to see that the two graphs are equivalent and so the two symbolic 
types are equal. In fact, they define (a set which may be identifdied with) the set of natural 
numbers. Then, the type of finite lists of funtions from N to N may be defined as follows: 

rec_type 
L F N  = ( N  "~ N)  • L F N  

end 

yielding 

Notice that the above recursive type does involve the function-space operator, but only in a 
non-essential way: no recursion goes through this operator. 

The definitional language of MetaSoft is strongly typed. That is, the objects constructed in the 
language are always built and then stored in the environment together with their symbolic types. 
Hence, the environment being constructed consists in fact of two parts: a "dynamic" environment 
storing the objects bound to identifiers, and a "static" environment storing symbolic types of 
these objects. The overall invariant of the entire langauge definition is that any object built is an 
element in the domain determined by the symbolic type of this object. Somewhat informally in 
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this paper, we will write x : s t  to denote the fact that the object x is of type st. A consequence 
of this is that every phrase of the definitional language is first elaborated "statically", to check 
its well-formedness and compute the types of the objects being defined, and only then evaluated 
"dynamically" to compute the actual meanings of the entire phrase and of the objects. 

The structure of a symbolic type determines the operations that can be used to construct 
objects of this type and the operations which can be applied to objects of this type. For example, 
if a type is given as a product of two types, st  = st '  • s t" ,  then the pairing operation ( _ , _ )  
may be used to construct objects of this type: for x' : st '  and x" : sL", (x', x") : s t .  Similarly, 
projection operations may be applied to any object of type st, yielding the first and second, 
respectively, element of the pair this object is. The operations like pairing, used to build the 
objects of a given type are often referred to as constructors for this type, the operations like 
projections, which may be applied to objects of a given type to build intuitively simpler bbjects 
are referred to as dcsctructors for this type. The usual object constructors and desctructors 
corresponding to the particular type operators are introduced in MetaSoft. 

Perhaps function-space types require some further remarks. The only desctructor for function 
types is the operation of application. Given an object of a function type, say f : st '  ~ st", the 
binary operation of application may be applied to f and an object x : st' to yield an object 
f . x  : s t" .  This says that the function f : st '  ~ s t"  may be "applied" (via the binary application 
operation) to any object x : st' .  S-abstraction is used to construct objects of function-space 
types. To evaluate a function expression of the form Sx:s t ' .ezp  to obtain an object of a function 
type s t " ~  st",  we first "statically" elaborate the body expression czp in the "static" environment 
enriched by indicating x as an object of type st', check whether the computed symbolic type 
of exp is st", and only then define a (partial) function that maps any element a e ~st']] to the 
"dynamically" computed value of ezp in the environment enriched by mapping x to the value 
a (in the "dynamic" environment) and to the symbolic type st '  (in the "static" environment). 
Notice that the static elaboration and the dynamic evaluation of the body expression ezp cannot 
be done at the same time here. At the time of evaluation of the S-expression, when the static 
analysis must be performed, no value a E ~st']l can be singled out. The only alternative would 
be to evaluate this expression for all potential values a E ~st'] - -  but the very point of the static 
analysis is to avoid such a necessity. 

Objects of some types may be defined recursively. The interpretation of recursive definitions 
is given by the least fixed points in the appropriate domains. This is meaningful due to the fact 
that all the domains definable by symbolic types come equipped with an ordering (non-trivial 
orderings are introduced for function-space domains and" then lifted up through the domain 
operators in the standard way). It turns out that all the domains form complete partial orders, 
and all the operations definable in the language are continuous w.r.t, these orderings. Although 
not all of the domains contain least elements, it is easy to statically identify symbolic types 
defining domains that do so. Objects of these types may be defined recursively, with the usual 
least-fixed-point interpretation. 

4 M o d u l e s  for MetaSoft 

In this section we present the basic concepts underlying ,the formal definition of the MetaSoft 
definitional language with modules in [Tar 92]. The overall design of the language results, in 
a sense, from recasting the ideas sketched in Section 2 in the specific framework of definitional 
mechanisms for domains represented by symbolic types and objects in these domains as presented 
in [BBP 90a] and briefly recalled in Section 3. 

Let us list the basic assumptions of the proposal. They will be gradually discussed and 
explained in more detail throughout the rest of this section. 

�9 A usual declarative language to build an environment of MetaSoft algebras is designed. 

�9 A MetaSoft algebra is a representation of an algebra in the usual sense. It consists of a 
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set of named symbolic types, which determine the carriers of the algebra, and of a set of 
named objects, which correspond to the operations of the algebra. MetaSoft algebras are 
always constructed with their signatures. 

�9 A MetaSoft signature contains a set of names of the carriers (or symbolic types) and a set 
of names of the objects of MetaSoft algebras over this signature. As in algebraic signatures, 
the names of objects are equipped with the types of the objects. Unlike algebraic signa- 
tures, MetaSoft signatures may give some extra information about the required structure 
and mutual relationships of the symbolic types representing algebra carriers. 

�9 MetaSoft algebra definitions may be parametric, which yields the concept of a MetaSoft 
module, a central concept of the current proposal. MetaSoft modules come always equipped 
with their interfaces. 

�9 The MetaSoft module parameterisation may be of higher-order, that is, there are modules 
parameterised by modules etc. 

�9 A MetaSoft module interface gives the list of the names of algebra and module param- 
eters with the required interfaces as well as the result algebra interface. The interfaces 
in general contain some extra information about the symbolic types involved, stating the 
required structure and mutual relationships between the types in the parameters, as well 
as providing some information about the structure and relationship to the given types of 
the types in the result interface. In particular, the result algebra interface lists the set of 
types newly defined by the module. 

�9 A MetaSoft module may be applied to (or instantiated with) a list of actual algebra and 
module parameters with interfaces fitting the required parameter interfaces. The result is 
a MetaSoft algebra with the signature calculated out of the result algebra interface given 
in the module interface. This is done in a "generative" fashion, that is, the types newly 
introduced by the module are treated as new each time the module is instantiated. 

�9 MetaSoft modules may use other MetaSoft modules and algebras already defined in the 
environment. Components of MetaSoft algebras listed in their signatures may be accessed 
by naming the algebra and its particular component (cf. the "dot notation" of Section 2). 
Only the type information given in the algebra signature is available about algebra com- 
ponents accessed in such a way. 

4 .1  A b s t r a c t  t y p e s  

As discussed in Section 3, the structure of the type of an object determines the operations that 
may be applied to this object. In the core definitional language there is no way to hide this 
structure. The type of an object is always fully visible. On the other hand, as suggested by 
the discussion in Section 2, it seems important to use module interfaces to limit the flow of 
information about the types of objects. The goal is to achieve abstraction by allowing only 
some operations that in principle may be applied to an object to be actually used outside the 
encapsulated module in which the object is defined. In this way the particular definitions of 
the types and objects within a module may be changed without affecting the way they are used 
outside, provided that the new definitions still fit the module interface. 

To provide appropriate technical tools for this, we propose to cxtend the concept of a sym- 
bolic type as recalled in Section 3 so that no structural information about some types (or their 
subparts) needs to be given. Consider a new set of token types, tt : TType, which are just 
arbitrary new tokens (in the usual sense of VDM definitions - -  unknown entities, distinct from 
all the others around). Their primary role is to be used as abstract types with an entirely hidden 
internal structure. Now, extend the set of symbolic types by allowing the token types as constant 
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type operators to label the nodes of the graphs used in the construction of the symbolic types. 
Notice that since the new token type operators are constants, no recursion may go through them. 

Since in principle we know nothing about the interpretation of the token types, the symbolic 
types now do not necessarily denote domains in the domain algebra ~ on which the semantics 
of the langauge is built (cf. Sec. 3). We will refer to the symbolic types which do not actually 
contain any token types as real symbolic types. Of course, each real symbolic type determines 
a domain in T~ as before. 

A type given as a token type provides no information about its structure. Hence no built-in 
constructors may be used to define objects of such a type. Similarly, no built-in destructors may 
be applied to objects of such type either. This seems to make the abstract token types quite 
useless - -  apparently we could neither construct nor use objects of such types. 

The trick is to give the abstract token types a real identity throughout the entire definition 
in the MetaSoft langauge. That is, we will assume that whenever the same abstract token type 
is used in a certain definition, it hides an unknown but always the same type. For example, 
given an object a : tt of a token type tt and a function f : tt "~ heel, we may apply f to a (and 
obtain an object f . a  : heel, if f is defined on a). Similarly, a function g : bool ~ U (or even 
simpler, a constant c : tt) may be used to construct objects of type U. 

Notice that any function sbst : TType "* S y m T y p e  (we call such functions substitutions) 
extends in the obvious "structural" way to a function sbst : S y m T y p c ' ~ S y m T y p e .  The extended 
function is undefined only on the types containing token types not in the domain of the original 
substitution. Moreover, substitutions will be implicitly extended to any structure containing 
symbolic types (e.g., to environments storing symbolic types). 

Abstract token types are introduced when a number of type and object definitions are encap- 
sulated to form a module. The structure of real symbolic types may then be partially hidden, by 
replacing some of them by abstract token types. Throughout a MetaSoft definition a substitution 
of real symbolic types for the abstract token types that hide them is implicitly built. 

4 . 2  O b j e c t s  a n d  t y p e s  

In Section 3 we have used the example of X-expression defining a function to argue for the need to 
separate the "static" elaboration from the "dynamic" evaluation of any phrase of the definitional 
language. This is needed even more in the context of the current module proposal. As we will 
see in Section 4.4, MetaSoft module definitions are very close to "A-expressions-in-the-large', 
and hence force the need for a separate "static" elaboration of all the phrases of the language 
(since all of them may occur in a module body). 

In the core language, for any object, apart from its actual value (the "dynamic" information) 
its type (the "static" information) is stored as well. The object environment built in the core 
language consists of two parts: "static", yielding the types of objects, and "dynamic", yielding 
actual values. These two parts are required to be consistent with one another in the sense that 
the values stored must always be in the domains determined by the symbolic types bound to 
the corresponding object identifiers. 

In the current proposal we extend this idea to all the entities of the language 2. Perhaps 
somewhat surprisingly, in particular this includes types defined in MetaSoft. The type envi- 
ronment consists again of a "dynamic" part, storing the real symbolic types denoted by type 
identifiers, and of a "static" part, storing the symbolic types (possibly containing abstract token 
types) that represent the currently available information about the actual structure of the type 
and about its relationship with other types. Of course, these two parts of the type environment 
must be consistent with one another in the sense that the current substitution of real for the 
abstract token types used maps the "static" to the "dynamic" type environment (that is, the 
two type environments have the same domains and for every identifier in the domain, the static 

2With one exception: module interfaces are purely "static" entities, hence no separate "dynamic" information 
about them is given. 
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type bound to the identifier in the static environment is mapped to the real type bound to the 
identifier in the dynamic environment). 

For example, suppose that we define 

type luty = integer 
function dodaj : luty ~ luty 

dodaj.n = n ~ 5 

and then these definitions are encapsulated (see Section 4.3 below) so that the real interpretation 
of the type luty is hidden by a new abstract token type art : TType with an implicit substitution 
art ~ integer. Consequently, even though in the dynamic environments we have lut9 ~-~ integer 
and dodaj ~ ~n:integer.n + 5, in the static environments luty H art and dodaj ~ att ~ att. 
Then, in this context we can define 

type maj  = lut9 x lut9 
function raz_dodaj : maj  ~'~ maj  

raz_dodaj.(x,  9} = ( dodaj.z,  Y) 

Now, the new type maj  "really" stands for integer x integer, but in the static environment it 
denotes art • art. The function raz_dodaj : (art • a r t ) ~  (art •  is well-defined- the "static" 
structure of maj  and the "static" type of dodaj provide information sufficient to justify that its 
definition is well-formed. This is in contrast with the following ill-formed definition: 

function dwa_dodaj : maj  ~ maj  
dwa_dodaj.(z,  Y) = ( dodaj.z,  9 "t- 5) 

The fact that lut9 stands for (or rather, that att hides) the real type integer is not statically 
visible and cannot be used to justify the well-formedness of the subexpression 9 + 5. 

4 . 3  A l g e b r a s  a n d  t h e i r  s i g n a t u r e s  

A MetaSoft algebra consists of two environments: a dynamic type environment, storing the 
real symbolic types that correspond to carriers of the usual algebras, and a dynamic object 
environment, storing the actual values corresponding to operations of the usual algebra. 

A MetaSoft signature consists of two environments: a static type environment, storing the 
symbolic types (possibly containing abstract token types) that provide information about the 
"carriers", and a static object environment storing the symbolic types (possibly containing ab- 
stract token types) of the "operations". 

A MetaSoft algebra is of a MetaSoft signature if the dynamic type environment of the algebra 
is consistent with the static type environment of the signature and the dynamic object environ- 
ment of the algebra is consistent with the static object environment of the signature w.r.t, the 
current substitution of real types for the abstract token types used. 

For example (recall the definition of algebra A in Section 2.1) consider an algebra A given 
as a pair of dynamic environments 

A = ([zielone ~ integer x {0}, czerwone ~ integer x {1}], 
[z_zero ~ (0,0), zmien ~ ,~(n,0):integer x {0}.(n, 1)]) 

and a signature ASi#  given as a pair of static environments 

a s i g  = ([ziglone r--, attl ,  czerwone ~ att~], [z_zero ~ a tq ,  zmien ~ a tq  ~ att2]) 

Then the algebra A clearly is of the signature ASi# (under the obvious substitution of real types 
for the two abstra~:t token types involved). 

We will also need an auxiliary technical concept of a MetaSoft algebra interface. Algebra 
interfaces are much like algebra signatures, except that some of token types occuring in them 
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may be indicated as "flexible", not fixed, and in a sense local to the interface rather than common 
throughout the entire definition. These indicated token types play the role of "place-holders" 
for symbolic types to replace them later, and are considered to be bound. We consider algebra 
interfaces up to the obvious a-conversion of the bound token types. 

Here is an example of an interface definition. Notice that we do not give explicitly the set 
of bound token types. We simply list the type identifiers the interface is to ~contain, and if 
no further information about them is given, they are assigned new token types, subsequently 
treated as bound in the interface. 

interface A l n t  = 
types z ic lone 

c z e r ~ l l o n e  

objects z_zero : z ielone 
z r a i e n  : zielone --~ c zerwone  

end 

This defines (the bound token types of an algebra interface are placed in parentheses in front of 
the signature component, much as in [HMT 90]): 

A l n t  = ( t t l ,  t t2)([zielone ~ t t l ,  c zerwone  ~ tt2], [z_zero ~ t t t ,  z m i e n  ~ t t l  -~  tt2]) 

In the current proposal there will be no way to directly define algebra signatures. They will 
be always generated out of a corresponding algebra interface. As a part of this process, bound 
token types will be replaced by newly generated abstract token types, now considered as fixed 
and visible throughout the rest of the definition. 

For example: 

algebra A : A l n t  = 
z ie lone = integer x {0} 
ezeraoone = integer • {1} 
z_zero = (0, O) 
zrnien . (n ,  O) = (n, 1) 

end 

builds the algebra A with the signature A S i g  as defined above. The signature A S i g  is generated 
out of the algebra interface A l n t  by substituting new abstract token types at t l  and art2 for the 
bound token types t t l  and t tz ,  respectively. 

We will say that a MetaSoft s ignature  f i t s  an algebra inter face if there exists a substitution 
modifying only the bound token types of the interface that maps the static type environment of 
the interface to the static type environment of the signature, and the static object environment 
of the interface to the static object environment of the signature. MetaSoft algebras will be 
always evaluated and stored together with their signatures. We will say that an algebra fits an 
interface if the algebra signature does so. For example, the algebra A and its signature A S i g  fit 
the interface A l n t  defined above. 

Here are some further examples, well-formed in the context of the definitions listed above. 

interface B I n t  = 
types niebieskie  = A . z i e lone  

czarne  = A . c z e r w o n e  
n o w y  

objects cz_zero : czarne  
z m i e n  : niebieskie ~ czarne  

end 

This defines an interface 
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B I n t =  ( t t z ) ([niebiesk ie  ~ a t t l ,  czarue  ~-~ art2, n o w y  ~ tt3], 
[cz_zero ~ a t t l ,  z m i e n  ~ attx ~ ,  attz]) 

with only one bound token type, named by nowy .  The other two types (n ieb iesk ie  and czarne)  
are mapped to the abstract types denoted by A.z i e lone  and A . c z e r w o n e ,  respectively. 

algebra B : B l n t  = 
using A 

niebieskie  = A . z i e lone  
c z a r n e  = A.cze,'wone 
n o w y  = bool 
cz_zero = ( A . z m i e n  ).( A . z_ ze ro  ) 
z m i e n . x  = ( A . z m i e n ) . x  

end 

This defines the MetaSoft algebra corresponding to the algebra B of Section 2.1 with the signature 
where niebieskie  and czavne are mapped to the same abstract types as z ie lone and czerwone ,  
respectively, in A S i g  (and n o w y  is bound to a new abstract type). Therefore, we can now 
combine A and B, as unsuccessfullly attempted in Section 2.1: 

interface A B I n t  = 
types ko lor l ,  kolor2,  kolor3 

objects zero l  : ko lor l  
zero2 : kolor2 
z m i e n  : ko lor l  ~'+ kolor2 

end 

algebra A B  : A B I n t  = 
using A, B 

k o l o r l  = A . z i e l o n e  
kolor2 = A . c z e r w o n e  
kolor3 = B . n o w y  
zero l  = A . z _ z e r o  
zero2 = n . c z _ z e r o  
z m i e n  = A . z m i e n  

end 

We have chosen to define the interface A B I n t  so that the information that the algebra A B  shares 
the types with A and B is not propagated. 

Since the interface A l n t  for the algebra A does not provide the information that the types 
z ie lone and czerwone  are in fact integer x {0} and integer x {1}, respectively, the following two 
definitions are not well-formed, similarly as in Section 2.1: 

algebra B1 : B l n t  = 
using A 

niebieskie = integer x {0} 
czarne  = integer x {1} 
notoy = bool 
cz_zero = ( A . z m i e n ) . (  a . z_ ze ro )  
z m i e n . x  = ( A . z m i e n  ) .x  

end 

algebra B2 :Blnt  = 
using A 

niebieskie  = A . z i e l o n e  
c z a f ' n e  -~ A . c z c r ' t g o n e  

nowy = bool 
c z _ z e r o  = ( 0 , 1 )  
z,,,i~,,.(,,, O) = (n, 1) 

end 

We have used above the most straightforward way to define an algebra by defining one by one 
all its components, as suggested in Section 2.1. For technical reasons, this is not formally allowed 
in the current proposal, where he only way to construct algebras is by module instantiation 
(cf. Section 4.4). The above examples stretch the actual formalism somewhat. However, the 
possibility of directly defining an algebra in such a way may be easily introduced as a notational 
convention to abbreviate a definition of a parameterless module and its immediate instantiation 
(with the empty list of parameters). 
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4 . 4  M o d u l e s  a n d  t h e i r  i n t e r f a c e s  

A MetaSoft module interface consists of the following items: 

�9 a result algebra interface; 
Any module with this interface, when instantiated with admissible parameters, produces 
an algebra fitting the result algebra interface. 

�9 a parameter  interface; 
The parameters of a module may be either algebras or other modules. Hence, this is split 
into two parts: 

- an algebra-parameter interface, given as an environment of signatures, and 

- a module-parameter interface, given as an environment of module interfaces. 

The distinction between algebra parameters and module parameters is necessary. Under 
so-called 9enerative semant ics  of module application (see the description of module instan- 
tiation below and some further discussion in Section 5) parameterless modules are quite 
different from algebras. Two occurrences of an algebra stand for the same algebra, with 
the same types as carriers; two occurrences of a parameterless module instaatiation (no 
parameters required) may denote different algebras - -  the new types will be different. 

�9 an indicated set of flexible token types; 
These are "flexible" token types of the algebra-parameter interface (all factored out, so that 
algebra signatures, rather than algebra interfaces form the algebra-parameter interface). 
The flexible token types will be substituted for in the process of module instantiation in a 
way determined by the signatures of the actual algebra parameters. The tokens in this set 
may occur in the interfaces of a number of parameters, thus indicating the requirements 
that some types are to be shared between actual parameters, and in the result algebra 
interface, thus indicating the type propagation in any module with this interface. 

The flexible tokens types are regarded as local for the module interface, their occurences 
are bound, and the module interfaces are considered up to the obvious a-conversion. 

The role of bound token types hidden in the result algebra interface is quite different from 
the bound token types of the module interface: the latter are used to express type sharing 
constraints, the former are "place-holders" for new abstract types to be generated. 

Consider the following definition of a module interface (see Section 4.3 for A l n t ) .  

interface B F I n t  = 
params algs X : A l n t  

result types niebieskie = X.z ie lonr  
C z a ~ e  ~ X . c z e r ' y 3 o n e  

nowy 
objects cz_zero : czarne 

zmien : niebieskie ~ czarne ~ 
end 

This introduces a module interface B F I n t  with the result algebra interface listing types niebieskie, 
czarne and nowy,  and objects cz_zero and zmien of the indicated types. Among the types in 
the result interface, the first two are propagated from the parameter X. No further information 
is given about nowy,  hence it is understood to be a new type generated by the modules fitting 
this interface, and so is bound to a token type local to the result algebra interface. There are no 
module parameters, and only one algebra parameter X. The bound token types of its required 
interface A l n t  are factored out as bound token types of the module interface. Formally, B F l n t  
is the following complex tuple (we leave this as an exercise for the reader to carefully interpret 
all its components): 
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B F I n t  = ( t t l ,  t t~.)(([X ~ X S i g ] ,  []), R s F l n t )  

where 

X S i g  = ([zielone ~ tta, czerwone ~ tt2], [z_zero ~ tta, z m i e n  ~ t t ,  ~', ttz]) 

R B F I n t  = ( t t s ) ([niebieskie  ~ ttx, czarne ~ t tz ,  n o w y  ~ th] ,  
[cz_zero ~ t t l ,  zm ien  ~ t t l  ~ tt2]) 

Another example is an interface of a two-argument module. 

interface A B F I n t  = 
params algs X : A l n t  

Y : interface types niebieskie = X . z i e l o n e  
Cza~r~e ~- X . c z e r w o n e  

n o w y  
objects cz_zero : czarne 

zmien  : niebieskie ~'~ czarne  
end 

result types k o l o r l , k o l o r 2 ,  kolor3 
objects zero l  : ko lor l  

zero2 : kolor2 
zm ien  : ko lor l  ~-~ kolor2 

end 

Here in turn no types are declared to be propagated from the parameters, but the interface 
indicated for the algebra parameter Y imposes some sharing requirements on the types in the 
corresponding parameter. The resulting module interface formally is the following. 

A B F I n t  = (t tx,  tt2, t t s ) ( ( [ X  ~ X S i g ,  Y ~ YS ig] ,  []), RABFIn t )  

where 

X S i g  = ([zielone ~ t t l ,  c ze r~one  ~ tt2], [z_zero ~ t t l ,  z m i e n  ~ ttx ~ tt2]) 

Y S i g  = ([niebieskie ~ t t l ,  czarne ~ tt2, n o w y  ,--, tts], 
[cz_zero ~-~ t t l ,  zm ien  ~ tta "*" tt2]) 

RaBF In t  = ( tt4, t ts ,  t te ) ([kolor l  ~ tt4, kolor2 ~ t ts ,  kolor3 P-, tts], 
[zerol ~ tt4, zero2 ~ t ts ,  z m i e n  ~ tt4 ~ tts]) 

MetaSoft modules are functions which take actual parameters explicitly bound to formal 
parameter identifiers as arguments and yield algebras (or generate an error). As with other 
entities of the language, they are always evaluated and stored together with their interfaces. A 
module fitting an interface takes actual parameters fitting the parameter interfaces and yields 
an algebra with a signature fitting the result algebra interface (in the non-error case). 

The definition of "a module fitting an interface" implicit i n the previous paragraph may seem 
unpleasantly circular (and hence formally incorrect). However, due to the strict use of parameter 
interfaces, the MetaSoft modules form a hierarchy where no self-application can occur. Therefore, 
the above definition is a simple inductive definition over the hierarchy of modules implicitly given 
by their interfaces. 

Module  definit ions 

A module definition consists of a module interface, a list of algebras and modules from the 
environment to be used in the definition, and a module body. 

The module body is simply a list of type and object definitions in a slightly extended core 
language. The extension allows the user to select components of algebras either available in 
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the environment or built by module instantiation. This is quite straightforward and does not 
require any further discussion. Let us just point out that recursive type or object definitions 
involving in an essential way module instantiations (that is, where recursion actually "goes 
through" a module instantiation) may yield somewhat unexpected results. As a consequence of 
the generative semantics of module instantiation mixed with the iterative way to generate the 
least-fixed-point solutions, some of the objects and types defined by mutual recursion may share 
fewer abstract types than expected. 

To statically elaborate such a module definition, that is, to check whether the definition is 
well-formed and the module being defined indeed fits the interface, we first have to check whether 
the current environment actually stores the algebras and modules listed as "to be used" by the 
module being defined. Then, a "static" algebra and module environment is formed by cutting 
down the current environment (actually, its static part) to the "to be used" algebra and module 
identifiers, and adding the formal parameter identifiers with signatures and interfaces indicated 
in the parameter interface. Some renaming of the flexible token types of the module interface 
may be necessary to avoid unintended clashes with the abstract types already in use. The next 
step is to statically elaborate the module body in this environment to obtain the s'tatic type 
and object environments generated by the type and object definitions. Finally, we have to check 
whether these environments fit the corresponding parts of the result algebra interface. 

If all this is successful, then the module defined is a function computed as follows. 
Given actual parameters for the module, explicitly bound to the formal parameter identifiers, 

we first check whether the actual algebra-parameter signatures fit the algebra-parameter interface 
w.r.t, a substitution for the flexible token types of the module interface. This substitution is 
then used to replace the flexible token types in the module-parameter interface and in the 
result algebra interface. The next step is to check that the actual module-parameter interfaces 
coincide with the formal module-parameter interfaces s. If this is successful then an environment 
is constructed by selecting the "to be used" components of the global environment (they must 
be there because the static elaboration has been successful) and adding the actual parameters 
bound to the formal parameter identifiers. The module body is evaluated in this environment 
(no static error may occur now!). The result consists of a type environment and of an object 
environment, which fit the result algebra interface. 

The result of the module instantiation is the algebra obtained by cutting out the appropriate 
parts of the dynamic type and object environments computed by the body evaluation. The 
signature of this result algebra is obtained from the result algebra interface by replacing its local 
"place-holder" token types by some newly generated ones, which do not clash with any abstract 
types already in use. These new abstract types are generated anew each time the module is 
instantiated, even if the same actual parameter list has already been used in some previous 
instantiation. Notice that the result algebra interface, not the static environments generated by 
the body elaboration, is used here, so that the signature of the result of module instantiation may 
be calculated entirely on the basis of the module interface and of the actual parameter signatures 
and interfaces. Thus, the static elaboration of a module instantiation may be performed without 
referring to the module body at all, as expected and required. 

Here are simple examples of two modules fitting the interfaces given above: 

aThis requirement may be somewhat relaxed by allowing the actual parameter interfaces to be "more general" 
than the formal parameter ones. The idea is quite simple: the actual parameter interface must ensure that the 
actual parameter may be used as a module with the interface given by the formal parameter interface. For 
example, we can allow the actual parameter module to require fewer parameters or less sharing than indicated by 
the corresponding formal parameter interface, or looking at the potential results, the actual parameter module 
may ensure more components or more sharing in its results than required by the corresponding formal parameter 
interface. 
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module B F  : B F I n t  = 
niebieskie = X.z ie lone  
czar 'o ,e  ~ X . c z c r w o n c  

nowy = bool 
cz_ze~o = ( X . z m i e n  ).( X.z_ze~o ) 
zmien .x  = ( X . z m i e n  ).x 

end 

module A B F  : A B F I n t  = 
kolorl  = X . z ie lone  
kolor2 = X . c z e r w o n e  
kolor3 = Y . n o w y  
zerol = X.z_zero  
zero2 = Y.cz_zero 
zmien = X . z m i e n  

end 

It is easy to check that indeed the bodies of the two modules are well-formed in the environment 
formed by binding the algebra-parameter signatures to the corresponding formal parameter 
identifiers, and the results of their elaboration fit the corresponding result algebra interfaces. 

The modules may now be instantiated (we use the algebra A introduced in Section 4.3). 

algebra B = B F ( X  H A)  

It is again easy to check that the actual parameter indeed fits the parameter signature of the 
module interface under a uniquely determined substitution of types for the flexible token types 
([ttl ~-* art1, tt2 r att2]). As described above, this substitution is then propagated to the result 
algebra interfaces, so that the signature of the algebra B defined above is the following: 

B S i g  = ([niebieskie ~ attx, czarne ~ art2, nowy ~ atts], 
[cz_zero ~ attx, zmien ~ art1 ~ art2]) 

where art3 is a new abstract token type generated during the module instantiation. Further 
instantiations of B F ,  even with the same parameter, lead to new MetaSoft algebras: 

algebra B B  = B F ( X  ~ A)  

B B  is an algebra over a new signature: 

B B S i g  = ([niebieskie ~ at t l ,  czarne ~ att2, nowy ~ att'3], 
[cz_zero ~ attx, zmien ~ att l  ~ att2]) 

where att~ is a new, distinct abstract token type generated during the module instantiation. 
Either of the above algebras fitting the interface B l n t  may be used as a parameter for the 

module A B F .  

algebra A B  = A B F ( X  ~ A ,  Y ~ B )  algebra A B B  = A B F ( X  ~ A ,  Y ~ B B )  

Since in the interface of A B F  no type propagation has been declared, the signatures of the two 
algebras thus defined use newly generated, distinct abstract types for kolorl ,  kolor2 and kolor3. 

5 Fur ther  e x t e n s i o n s  and final r e m a r k s  

Let me point out two major doubts about the presented proposal. 
The first doubt concerns the major design decision on the module semantics in the language 

proposed. Namely, we have adopted here the so-called generative semantics of module instan- 
tiation. This means that each application of a module to an argument generates new abstract 
types, different from the ones generated before, even by the same module for identical argu- 
ments (of course, this may be overridden by an explicit sharing declaration in the result algebra 
interface). The are at least two other options: 

�9 Define modules as functions which yield the same results, including abstract types, when 
given the same arguments. This would be perhaps conceptually most clear, but not very 
practical. Namely, this would lead to a type system with full dependent types (dependent 
on static as well as dynamic objects, including modules as well!). Thus, no reasonable 
static analysis would be decidable. 
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�9 Explore in full the fact that the underlying core type system does not admit dependent 
types. New types defined in a module may depend only on the static components of the 
module arguments. Consequently, two module instantiations would yield the same static 
results provided that their arguments have identical static parts. This should be decidable, 
and so it seems that such a type discipline may be imposed (although the details are far 
from dear, and much work would be necessary - -  cf. [Mog 80] for related theory). 

Unfortunatdy, this may lead to intuitively doubtfull identificatidn of types which are not 
intended to be identified. For example, given a module that produces a type of stacks of 
a bounded depth, where the depth is a part of the module parameter, the user would not 
be prevented from using the stack operations produced by the module when applied to a 
parameter setting the depth to 100000, to stacks built using the operations produced by 
the same module applied to the same parameter but with the depth changed to 10. 

The second doubt is on the boderline between the technicalities and design of the language. 
Namely, following the decisions made in [BBP 90] for the core MetaSoft langauge, we h~.ve 
assumed here that all the objects definable in the language are continuous, and hence any 
recursive definitions of objects of appropriate types make sense. In our view, there is no reason 
to adopt such a strong assumption of "continuity of everything" in a specification language. For 
example, there seems to be no reason to prevent the user from testing the identity of objects of 
any type, including function types (it is not as clear if testing the identity of objects of abstract 
types should be ailowed, though... ). Consequently, it may be justified to resign this assumption 
and work with potentially non-continuous objects and operations. This would require, however, 
a major change in the semantics of the recursive object definitions. 

The proposal presented here should be extended in a number of important directions. 
First, one of the original motivations which led us to believe that the "naive domain theory" 

underlying MetaSoft is sufficient for practical purposes was that it turned out possible to describe 
standard hierarchies of higher-order objects (such as procedures with procedural parameters 
in modern programming languages or modules of the current proposal) as long as some type 
discipline is imposed to prevent any form of self-application (cf. [BIT 83]). However, this requires 
dealing in the definitional langauge with infinite hierarchies of domains and their unions. A 
proposal to include such hierarchies of symbolic types in the MetaSoft core language has been 
recently formulated in [BBP 91]. Although there should be no major problems to incorporate 
such an extended core language into our module proposal, the details are not entirely clear. The 
infinite type hierarchies introduce dependent types, albeit in a very limited, statically-checkable 
form. 

Then, one aspect in which our proposal is more restrictive than the modularisation facili- 
ties of Standard ML is that we have not aUowed MetaSoft algebras with MetaSoft algebras as 
components. This is just for the simplicity of the first definition - -  no technical difficulties are 
envisaged, and in fact we plan to include both algebra and module components in MetaSoft 
algebras (and module bodies) in the final proposal 

A practical issue which has become apparent even in the extremely simplified examples used 
in this paper is that writing module interfaces is often a very tedious task. A separate, non- 
trivial sublanguage for defining interfaces should be carefully chosen as a part of the complete 
proposal. 

We have allowed here no form of axiomatic requirements in module interfaces. It would be 
useful to follow one of the standard VDM techniques and allow invariants to be imposed on types 
defined in modules (and hence potentiaLly used in module interfaces as well). In the construction 
of the universe of domains for VDM in [TW 90] we have proposed that type invariants should 
be imposed on types in a sense a posteriori. They would not be taken into account by the 
type analysis ensuring the well-formedness of the definitions at all, but the appropriate proof 
obligations would be generated. It seems that in order to meet this proof obligations some 
"dynamic" properties of the algebras defined would have to be stated and proved, perhaps in 
the way suggested towards the end of Section 2.1. 
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Finally, it would be interesting to try to generafise the current proposal to deal with "loose 
algebras", that is, to use the formalism proposed here to define, store and manipulate property- 
oriented specifications interpreted as classes of algebras rather than as single algebras. 
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